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ZAR:  The South African rand weakened against the dollar in early trade on Tuesday 
as broader risk sentiment was curbed by caution ahead of a deadline to reach an 
agreement for a U.S. coronavirus stimulus package.
At 0615 GMT, the rand ZAR=D3 traded at 16.5675 versus the U.S. dollar, 0.29% weaker 
than its previous close.
“The environment remains unchanged and we continue to wait for the dynamics in the 
United States to play out,” said Bianca Botes, executive director at Peregrine Treasury 
Solutions in Pretoria.
The rand’s advance in the recent weeks — against a backdrop of a weak local economy 
— has mainly been driven by offshore sentiment, particularly the outlook for further 
monetary and fiscal stimulus from the world’s major economies.

EUR: The EURUSD increased by 0.0046 or  o.39% to 1.1762 on Tuesday  October 20 
from 1.1717 in the previous trading session. 
European markets have opened flat as virus worries diminish strong earnings reports | 
A shortage of news has left second-wave cases as the major story with nations across 
Europe continuing to tighten restrictions in efforts to reduce the contagion 

GBP: The GBPUSD increased 0.0015 or 0.11% to 1.2928 on Tuesday October 20 from 
1.2913 in the previous trading session.
BREXIT talks remain in limbo with ministers close to Prime Minister Boris Johnson 
seeing no point in talking to the European Union until the bloc gets serious about 
a trade deal | Meanwhile, the Bank of England (BoE) is discussing supplementing 
further funds for quantitative easing offering more support to the economy 
as it struggles through fears of a no-deal BREXIT and coronavirus restrictions. 

INR: India’s rupee appreciated slightly to trade around 73.3 per USD, as investors turned 
to riskier assets on hopes of fresh stimulus back in the US and prospects of a COVID-19 
vaccine before the end of the year. Still, concerns about rising coronavirus cases and 
their impact on the country’s recovery from the pandemic crisis continued to mount. 
The rupee has weakened more than 3% since the start of the year, having touched an 
all-time low of 77 per USD in mid-April, as concerns about a severe global recession sent 
investors rushing for safe havens.
 
MZN: The foreign exchange market is extremely short, the demand for foreign currency 
has been increasing daily. On October 19th , the exchange rate was fixed at USD / MZN 
72,83 the rate of ZAR / MZN 4,42 and EUR / MZN 85,56.
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Actual   Close

Aluminium  1,850.25       1,864.25      

Brent Crude  42.40       42.71      

Coal Rchd Bay  59.93       59.93      

Coal Maputo  61.93       61.93      

Cotton  71.44       70.45      

Maize/Corn         406.75              405.75      

Rice        12.4250               12.3750      

Soy         1,061.25              1,053.00      

Wheat          631.50              633.75      

Gold  1,900.90       1,911.65      

Ccy Bid Ask Average

USD / MZN 72.15 73.59 72.87

ZAR / MZN 4.41 4.47 4.440

EUR / MZN 85.31 87.01 86.160

GBP / MZN 93.40 95.28 94.340

INR / MZN 0.9801 0.9999 0.990

USD / ZAR 16.5500 16.5508 16.550

EUR / USD 1.1774 1.1776 1.1775

GBP / USD 1.2943 1.2945 1.2944

USD / INR 73.7300 73.7320 73.7310

Companies 10/20/2020 Volum Amount

CDM  79.00       6,163.00       486,877.00      

Emose  7.00       -         -        

HCB  2.00       -         -        

CMH  2,500.00       50.00       125,000.00      

Description Actual Previous

TB 91 days 8.19% 8.33%

TB 182 days 8.00% 8.24%

TB 364 days 7.85% 7.98%

Prime MZN 15.90% 16.70%

Inflation 2.98% 2.75%

FPC 13.25% 13.25%

FPD 7.25% 7.25%

MIMO 10.25% 10.25%

Securities Custody Operations

Buying and selling Securities  From 0,4/1000 to 2,00/1000 

BVM Expenses  From 50,00 MZN to 2,00/1000 

Custody  0,25% p.a. (charged quarterly) 

Buying and Selling Securities Over the Exchange  Minimum  100 MZN to 4,00/1000 

Financial Flow Settlement Process  Minimum  100 MZN to 2,00/1000 

ALUMINIUM: Aluminum increased 45.75 USD/Tonne or 2.54% since the beginning of 
2020, according to trading on a contract for difference (CFD) that tracks the benchmark 
market for this commodity.
   
BRENT CRUDE: Brent crude prices fell on Tuesday for a fourth straight session amid 
ongoing concerns about fuel demand recovery as rising coronavirus cases led to 
renewed restrictions in several countries across the globe. On the supply side, there 
were no surprises out of the OPEC+ meeting today, and oil prices barely budged after 
the conference.

COAL: Coal decreased 11.43 USD/MT or 16.40% since the beginning of 2020, according 
to trading on a contract for difference (CFD) that tracks the benchmark market for this 
commodity. 

COTTON: Cotton increased 2.23 USd/Lbs or 3.22% since the beginning of 2020, 
according to trading on a contract for difference (CFD) that tracks the benchmark 
market for this commodity.

CORN: Corn prices rose further to pass $4 a bushel in October, the highest since August 
of 2019, boosted by delayed crops in Argentina e Brazil. On the demand side, China is 
ramping up US agricultural products under phase one trade war deal, amid crop damage 
and a recent selldown of state reserves. Still, Chinese Ministry of Agriculture said that 
the country’s corn annual output was set to increase.

GOLD:  The gold market is holding above $1,900 an ounce amid optimism that US 
lawmakers would reach a deal on a fresh stimulus package. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
set a Tuesday deadline for the White House and said she was optimistic legislation 
could be pushed through before the Nov. 3 presidential election. Gold rose as much as 
25% so far this year, supported by lower interest rates, unprecedented stimulus from 
central banks and governments and concerns over a global economic recovery.


